As a leading expert career platform for national
scientists, jobvector offers an effective opportunity to counteract the shortage
of skilled workers and supports
companies in searching for
suitable skilled personnel. At ACHEMA 2009 jobvector will be represented.
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As the leading expert career platform for national scientists, jobvector offers an effective opportunity to counteract the shortage of skilled workers
and supports companies in searching for suitable skilled personnel. Companies and skilled workers are brought together at recruitment events for
specialists in life sciences. These events are integrated into leading European trade fairs with a focus on natural sciences. jobvector will be represented at ACHEMA on 14 May 2009 with an informative programme revolving around careers in the life sciences sector.

In German-speaking countries,the shortage of skilled workers is a frequently
discussed issue. There is a search for natural scientists and engineers to advance economic social change in information and research-intensive industries and services. In Switzerland, approximately
3,000 engineering positions are not filled and in Germany (which has a deficit of over 27,000 engineers and
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The small proportion of highly qualified individuals in
the natural sciences sector is also problematic, in which young workers in
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